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PUBLIC RELATIONS 

 

 Public Relation means exactly what the words suggest, relations with the 

public. Public relations are the practice of doing the right thing of 

performing and communicating the substance of that very performance. 

Public Relation are the management function that evaluates public attitudes, 

identifies the policies and procedures of the organization, and executes a 

program of action to earn public understanding and acceptance. 

 

 NEED FOR PUBLIC RELATION  

     Investing on public relations will help the organization to achieve its 

objective effectively and smoothly. Public Relation is not creating good 

image for a bad team. 

 

Since false image cannot be sustained for a long time. Though the 

organization product or services are good it needs an effective Public 

Relations campaign for attracting, motivating the public to the product or 

service or towards the purpose of the programmer. It is not only encouraging 

the involvement from the public but also resulting in better image. 

 

Effective Public Relations can create and build up the image of an individual 

or an organization or a nation. At the time of adverse publicity or when the 

organization is under crisis an effective Public Relations can remove the 

“misunderstanding” and can create mutual understanding between the 

organization and the public. 

 

Public Relations is not mere publicity and not a one way process by which 

an individual or an institution systematically distributes information but 

Public relation is a two-way communicating process in which information is 

given to the public and the opinions and ideas of the public are obtained. 



 

 THE ‘PUBLICS’ OF PR OR PUBLIC RELATION 

 

The various publics can be grouped into six main types: 

 

1. Internal publics: A business’s internal publics include its employees 

and managers. 

2. General public: The general public feeling towards a business can 

affect its customer’s attitudes. 

3. Local community publics: this public is of crucial importance for a 

small business because it represents local residents and neighborhood 

organizations. 

4. Citizens-action publics: A business’s practices may be scrutinized by 

action groups, such as environmental organizations. 

5. Media publics: Media publics include print and electronic news 

reporting organization. 

6. Government publics: Government official authorities of government, 

each with its own regulation. Government expects business to abide 

by their laws. 

 

 FUNCTIONS OF PUBLIC RELATION DEPARTMENT  

 

        The corporate sector deals with varied public routinely for business 

purpose. 

This public in the form of shareholders, distributors , dealers, employees, 

consumers, financial institutions, fellow business groups, competitors, media , state 

administration and others are at some stage or the other, concerned with the 

activities and operations of the institution. Their cooperation ultimately paves the 

way for steadfast, successful existence in the market. 

The tasks PR department undertakes as primary or allied responsibilities include: 

 

 



 

 

 RELATIONS WITH SHAREHOLDERS  

 

        Economic reforms and liberalization have offered better opportunities 

of capital investments returns; hence, there is growing interest in buying 

shares. To earn confidence of the shareholders the companies work on their 

image and establish themselves as progressive institution. PR activities play 

crucial role in all these endeavors .The annual reports, information booklets, 

brochures, leaflets, correspondence with the investors etc. contribute to 

project the institution in a positive light and PR is responsible for 

coordinating, drafting or planning at various stages 

 

 RELATIONS WITH DEALEAR-DISTRIBUTORS 

 

   For the promotion or sale of the goods or service, the dealer-distributor is 

the link between manufacturer and the customer. Public Relations role in 

facilitating selection of an honest dealer and training him into the policies, 

decisions, plans etc. gives an opportunity to build a bond of confidence. 

 

The PR tries to maintain personal contacts. Organizer dealer meets, 

workshops, exhibitions, training programmers, publishes booklets, 

magazines, floats best dealer award etc. 

 

 RELATION WITH FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS  

 

    Capital is the backbone of any business and the company’s demand for 

capital is fulfilled by the investors and the creditors and other public in a big 

way. Publicity doesn’t impress them while PR, make the relevant 

information available to them. Keeping these creditors in dark or providing 

wrong information could bounce back in the form of lost credibility or bad 

impression. 

 



PR also contributes in publicity campaigns before and after the public issues 

released, preparation or draft of annual reports, publicizing co’s plans, 

advertising, lobbying, liaising, publication etc. 

 

 RELATIONS WITH OTHER BUSINESS GROUPS  

 

  Maintaining cordial relations with the business persons and group in the 

market is something hard to achieve, but professional ethics demand that in 

the larger interest of business, competitors and business groups must learn to 

co-exist without strain. 

 

 CONSUMER RELATIONS 

 

     The consumer culture has spread awareness about the consumer rights 

and the companies are legally bound to serve in the interest of customers.  

 

 

- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 HOW TO PREPARE A PRESS RELEASE 

          A press release is not an advertisement. A press release is information that is 

printed by the newspaper by way of news on the ground that this information will 

be of interest and value to the reading public. No doubt a press release does 

indirectly give publicity to the company and it should be noted that this kind of 

publicity, that come in the form of a short report in the regular columns of the 

newspaper, is far more effective than a full page advertisement inserted at great 



cost in the newspaper. This is because while people suspect the claims made in 

advertisements, by tradition they expect newspapers reports to be objective and 

informative. 

         The events on which the press releases are based could be of different types. 

A VIP could be invited to visit the company and a report of his speech or visit 

could be sent to the newspapers along with photographs (photographs speak 

louder than words), or direct information about promotions within the company, 

appointments of experts, manufacture of new products, scientific discoveries by 

the research cell of the company, plans of company expansion, study tours abroad 

by members of the management, news about collaboration with foreign 

companies; all these could be written about in the form of newspapers reports and 

sent it to newspapers for publication. Sometimes the press Is invited to a function 

and while the functions is in progress the reporters are served (along with tea and 

refreshments) with a carefully prepared “hand-out” giving the aims, objectives, 

plans and achievements of the company. It should, however, be remembered that it 

is not the policy of the press to advertise business organizations in its news 

columns and the hand-out should be carefully prepared. Press Release should be a 

creative, enjoyable every statement should be clear and accurate. 

           If you are sending something to the press to be printed, there are certain 

rules with which you should comply: First, state very clearly from whom the 

information is coming; state clearly to whom it is going and whether there is any 

fixed time when it can be released; put a clear headline (in capital letters) at the 

top showing what is all about; put a telephone number (also for night calls) so that 

the newspaper office can phone to verify or clarify the information. Then, in the 

body of the release, in as few lines as possible, say what, where, when, who, why 

and how. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 CRISIS MANAGEMENT   

          Sometimes, despite their best intensions, businesses may be faced 

with crisis situations that need to be managed as smoothly as possible. 

Crises may be brought on by such events as a workplace accident, a 

dishonest employee, an unsafe product or some other negative events. 

Such events will generate considerable unfavourable publicity, the effect 

of which can be sudden and dramatic. A single incident that creates 

negative publicity can ruin a business’s image and destroy consumer 

loyalty that took year to develop through public relations efforts. 

          Business can implement quality control procedures, safety 

programs, regular inspections and so on to reduce the risk of a crisis 

occurring. While crises cannot always be anticipated, and some 

undesirable consequences may occur regardless of the business’s best 

efforts, some general principles should be followed. The role of the 

public relations manager will be to develop a plan. 

 ELEMENTS OF THE CRISIS COMMUNICATION PLAN  

          Although each crisis is different, there are a number of common 

elements in dealing with such events: 

 Determine the appropriate target publics: publics, such as the 

news media, that the business wants to reach should be established 

as soon as a crisis occurs.  

 Essential information should be communicated to all affected 

publics: In order to avoid accusations of a cover-up, an open and 

honest approach is often recommended by those who have been 

through a crisis. The message should be simple enough for all the 

public’s to understand. A ‘no comment’ or a mysterious silence 

only the imagination. The media should be kept informed as more 

information is gathered. All the employees should be kept 



informed on the regular basis. It can be very damaging in internal 

audiences first hear about the facts, or alleged facts, in the media.  

 Get the facts: All the necessary information should be gathered 

and tested to make sure of its authority and reliability. 

 Response should be given as quickly as possible: indecisiveness 

may worsen the situation and suggest a cover-up. Alternately, 

hasty or impractical decision may make the situation worse in the 

long run. 

 Be prepared to answer questions: While it is not possible to 

predict all the questions that might be asked, there are some 

common questions which will be probably arise: 

o What happened?  

o Where did it happen? 

o When did it happen? 

o Why did it happen? 

o Who is affected? 

 Provide regular updates: Use press releases and conferences 

to keep the media informed of any developments. Avoid the 

temptation of talking ‘off the record’ to a journalist as it may 

eventually be reported. 

 Establish a chain of command: Decisions should be clear and 

the decision maker should be given adequate authority to act. 

 Establish a crisis communication team: A team of company 

personnel representing all the aspects of the business should be 

assemble and briefed on the situation. The team should appoint an 

official spokesperson to deliver necessary information to the 

public’s. 

 Monitor the progress of the crisis communication plan: 

Once the crisis communication plan has been put into action, it must 

be carefully monitored and then take corrective action taken if 

needed. 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of the crisis communication plan: 

After the crisis has subsided, representatives from all the aspects of 

the business should revisit the crisis of management plan and identify 



any weakness or shortcomings which need to be altered to more 

effectively respond to any future crisis situations.     

 

 

 

 

 


